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Editorial.
I think I should entitle this section ‘Apology’ rather than ‘Editorial’ because I always seem to start the
newsletter with one these days. This month’s apology is for the late issue of this one. Moving both offspring
back home from university towns, a (very good) trip to Le Mans and too much work all conspired to prevent
me applying myself to the task. Oh, and there’s been a bit of garage-building going on too.
Le Mans involved a very early start the day after the June club night, so I missed that, but it was all worth it
because the weekend away was excellent in every respect, good trip there and back, including a stay on the
SundayForward
night in atochateaux about an hour northwest of le Mans, an eventful race and good company. Even
the weather was excellent. I’m sure other NKLG members were there but I didn’t see any of them, we’ll have
to compare notes when we meet. The Elise does now need some maintenance as a result of the trip. I’ve
had a very annoying rattle/vibration that I haven’t been able to trace for some time, but on the return run the
noise stopped, and at the same time the exhaust note became a bit racy, so I think the silencer baffles have
fallen off. My ears are still ringing, so I will have to invest in a new exhaust, but at least the annoying rattle
has gone.
Apart from Le Mans I don’t have anything to report on this month, but luckily I have found that Chris C kindly
sent me an item some time ago that I managed to overlook at the time, My apologies to Chris for that (there,
another apology), but I’m very happy to be able to include it this month.
Forthcoming events noted below. I managed to alarm everyone about the impending ‘Recharge Run’ last
month, forgetting that this had been postponed. The BBQ is the next significant event, hope to see a lot of
you there.
Forthcoming Events
July 30th: BBQ. White Rock Inn.
August12th. Summer Run.
August 20th. Herne Bay Car Show.
August 28th. Crystal Palace.
August 28th. Bexhill Car show.
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Motorsport Shows
Friday 24 and Saturday 25 February
2017
Early in February some of us (Mike P, John U,
Bill a friend of Mike’s, and me) were, as the
winter weather continued, beginning to get
withdrawal symptoms, without motorsport and
looking at cars,.
In a rash moment we decided to go to both
Race Retro (full title: The International Historic
Motorsport Show) and the London Classic Car
Show and Historic Motorsport International, on
following days.
The first was at Stoneleigh Park in
Warwickshire, and the second at The Excel
Exhibition Centre in London.

Two views of Lotus 33 R11 at Race
Retro

It was a bit of a drive to Stoneleigh, but the trip
was very worthwhile. In the past when I have
been, the exhibition facilities, toilets and
catering have all been a bit tired. Now the halls
have been brightened up, more and better
toilets provided and more catering outlets
installed.
The show advertises itself as “Europe’s preseason historic motorsport event for racing
drivers, preparers, trade and public enthusiasts”
and it certainly had something for everyone.
Mike P races a historic Formula Junior and was
able to meet fellow drivers and organisers from
this series.
There were restorers, parts suppliers, an auto
jumble and much more.
Motorsport Magazine organised presentations
and chats from the Live Stage, including one by
Clive Chapman.
One of the exhibits that particularly encouraged
me to attend the show was Lotus based.
You may have read elsewhere that recently a
very significant historic Lotus Formula 1 car,
which has not been seen in public for over 40
years has surfaced from a “lock up” in England
were it has rested in single ownership since
1976.
The car in question is the Lotus F1 Type 33
R11.
This car is the holy grail of Lotus 1.5 litre F1
cars, because it is the car that Jim Clark drove
in 1965 to win his second world championship
with five wins in the season.

Engineless R11

R11 has been to Classic Team Lotus for
assessment and the reinstatement of the
original running gear and the plan is that after
the show R11 will return to Classic Team Lotus
for a sympathetic conservation. The car will not
be used for racing and therefore renewal of
parts will be kept to a minimum. A correct
Coventry Climax FWMV V8 1.5 litre engine is
available with the car.
Following conservation the completed car will, it
is hoped, be transferred to the proposed new
Jim Clark Museum at Dunns in Scotland, where
Jim Clark lived.
For the “historians” amongst you, Lotus Type 25
and Type 33 Formula 1 cars were a
continuously evolving series of monocoque
cars, introduced for the 1.5 litre formula in 1962.
The monocoque tub was developed and
stiffened, suspension geometry improved and
various engines used over the chassis number
series R1 to R14.
Type 25 cars were numbered from R1, to R7.
(all with Coventry Climax FWMV V8 1.5 litre
engines).
Type 33 cars started at R8, and a range of
Climax and BRM engines of varying sizes were
used in Team Lotus cars, but a Climax 2.7 litre
was initially used in R12 and then a 2.5 litre
Repco V8. Other engines were used as the
cars were sold and also for some American
cars.

If you are interested in finding out more about R11,
then recent articles in Motorsport Magazine
February 2017 Edition is a good place to start.
Much more detail is available about all the Type 25
and 33 cars in the very detailed and excellent book
by John Tipler entitled “Lotus 25 and 33” ISBN 07509-2594-9.
A further source of information for Type 25 cars is
in Cedric Selzer’s book “If you have come second
you have lost” It covers the period 1961 to 1964
and Cedric was chief mechanic to Jim Clark for
part of this time. It is a very difficult book to use for
reference and lacks editing order and referencing
but has some interesting anecdotes.
Finally, as far as Lotus and Race Retro is
concerned, here is a Lotus 49 which was on
display.
Lotus 49B R10

The first two Type 33 (R8 and R9) were
prototype cars, and R11 effectively the first
“proper” Type 33.
The last of the Type 33 Series was R14 (a
customer car, not used by Team Lotus, which
had a Coventry Climax FWMV V8 2.0 litre
engine).

This car is Type 49B/R10 which had a large crash
at the 1969 US GP. Later sold to Rob Walker.
Nine Type 49’s were made but, in typical Lotus
fashion, twelve chassis numbers were allocated

across the nine cars!! Seven of the nine survive and were displayed together for the first time at the
NEC Classic Car Show in January.
Moving on to the London Classic Car Show and Historic Motorsport International. (HMI). Do not worry
this is not going to be another two pages of detailed car numbers!!
The arrangements for these two shows were rather strange because you purchased a ticket for one
show and entry to the other was free! In fact the two shows were either side of the main thoroughfare at
Excel and generally had similar and sometimes duplicated exhibitors. HMI had a live “track” for some
spirited car demonstrations, which was fun. No Lotus stands but a lot of interesting displays. Anyone
fancy a replica Porsche 917 which the exhibitor was hoping to put into manufacture!
Mike P is having his Formula Junior gearbox rebuilt and John U made a beeline for the Quaife stand to
see the internals of a straight cut gearbox working. The guys on the stand were very helpful and we all
had a long chat which led to the arrangement for a NKLG visit to the factory.
From my point of view I was surprised to see on the stand a Elan Sprint, almost identical to mine, which
was for sale. A customer requested its display, next to Quaife parts for Elans. Although the price of
£60,000 was clearly flying a kite, it does give Elan owners hope for the future!!!
Both shows were certainly worth a visit if they continue to flourish.
Chris Couldrey

